
Sermon Series: TRANSFORMATION 
Sermon: The Endgame of Missional Engagement 
Text:  Revelation 5 
 
Discussion Questions: 
 
I have found that a helpful way of viewing life is through two very simple lenses:  This Day and 
That Day.  I’ve often said that these are the two most important days for all of us.   
 
“This Day” is today.  It’s the present.  It’s right here and right now.  Why is this day so important?  
Because it’s the only day we have control over.  There’s nothing we can do now to change 
yesterday - it’s over and done.  And we can’t yet control what happens tomorrow.  This makes the 
decisions we make today of utmost importance. 
 

• Read Matthew 6:25-34, and discuss what Jesus taught us about the   
   negative impact of worrying about the past or the future. 

 
“That Day” is the day - the moment - when each of us stand before God to give an account for our 
lives.  Hebrews 9:27 states that all of us are, “…destined to die once, and after that to face 
judgment.”  The “after that” is immediate.  2 Corinthians 5:9-10 expounds on this reality when it 
states: “So we make it our goal to please him, whether we are at home in the body or away from it. 
For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each of us may receive what is due 
us for the things done while in the body, whether good or bad.”  The clear teaching here is that at the 
moment that we are “away” from our body (the moment of our death), we appear before the 
judgment seat of Christ. 
 

• Read 1 Corinthians 3:10-15, and discuss what the Apostle Paul is   
   saying here with respect to “the day” that “will bring it to light.” 

 
Examination: 
 

 Read Revelation 5. 
o Did you notice that this passage never mentions the name Jesus?  And yet, it is more 

than clear who is being described here as the One worthy to take the scroll.  Talk 
about each of these “clues,” possibly even citing references in the Bible to what these 
clues mean or where they originated: 

 The Lion of the tribe of Judah ~ 
 The Root of David ~ 
 A Lamb, looking as if it had been slain ~ 
 Seven horns and seven eyes ~ 
 Your blood purchased for God persons from every tribe ~ 

o Verse 5 states that Jesus “has triumphed.”  When did this happen?  How did this 
happen?  How is it that this enabled Him to open the scroll? 

o We understand that John is doing his very best to put into human words what he 
was experiencing - knowing that some things are way beyond words.  Think for a 



minute about the Lamb he describes in verse 6, “…looking as if it had been slain.”  
What do you think he saw here?  

o Verse 9 is the first time in the Bible we see the phrase: “Every tribe and language 
and people and nation.”   Take some time to break this down.  What’s the difference 
between each of these?  Do you think this is literal - that there are people from each 
of these categories set apart for God?  What impact (if any) should this verse have 
on the way we think about missions - and missional engagement? 

o This phenomenally diverse group of people (there are 196 nations on earth; some 
websites state that there are nearly 7,000 different languages spoken on earth; and 
there is almost no way to discern the number of tribes on earth - in Africa alone 
there are more than 3,000) come together to form one kingdom.  Can you even 
fathom that this would be possible?  Doesn’t this set the stage for inevitable conflict?   

o Not only does this diverse group of people form one kingdom - but they also serve 
as priests and are charged with the task of reigning on the earth (v. 10).  What do 
you think it means that they are priests?  What will they be reigning over? 

o Much of what this new and diverse kingdom will do is to give praise, honor, glory 
and power to the One who sits on the throne and to the Lamb.  How do you think 
they will do this?  How long will they do this?  Won’t this ever “get old”?   

 
 Read Revelation 7:9-17. 

o When it says that “no one could count” this assembly, what do you think that means?  
It is literally uncountable?  Try to wrap your minds around what this will look like - 
feel like - sound like. 

o What is the significance of the white robes and palm branches (v. 9)? 
o This group seems intent on giving all the glory to Jesus (v. 10).  Why do you think 

that is? 
o Humans and angels appear to be co-mingled here.  Can you even begin to fathom 

what this will be like? 
o What are the “never again” blessings that are coming to this group of people (vv. 16-

17)? 
o The reference to “springs of living water”…what does this remind you of? 
o Can it be said that the ultimate task of this entire group of people is to worship God?  

Forever?  What do you think about that? 
 

Application: 
 
A pastor/author/theologian by the name of John Piper has said, “Missions exists because worship 
doesn’t.”  Take some time this coming week to meditate on that statement.  Do you agree with it?  
Does this make sense to you?  Does this serve as motivation for you to live missionally?  Do you 
ever share your faith with someone, with the mindset that by doing so - you are “recruiting” 
another “worshiper”?   


